Highlights d UBQLN2 forms stress-induced puncta and colocalizes with stress granules in cells d UBQLN2 undergoes liquid-liquid phase separation under physiological conditions d Phase separation is promoted by multivalent interactions across UBQLN2 domains d Ubiquitin or polyubiquitin eliminates phase separation behavior of UBQLN2 SUMMARY Under stress, certain eukaryotic proteins and RNA assemble to form membraneless organelles known as stress granules. The most well-studied stress granule components are RNA-binding proteins that undergo liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) into protein-rich droplets mediated by intrinsically disordered low-complexity domains (LCDs). Here we show that stress granules include proteasomal shuttle factor UBQLN2, an LCD-containing protein structurally and functionally distinct from RNA-binding proteins. In vitro, UBQLN2 exhibits LLPS at physiological conditions. Deletion studies correlate oligomerization with UBQLN2's ability to phase-separate and form stress-induced cytoplasmic puncta in cells. Using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, we mapped weak, multivalent interactions that promote UBQLN2 oligomerization and LLPS. Ubiquitin or polyubiquitin binding, obligatory for UBQLN2's biological functions, eliminates UBQLN2 LLPS, thus serving as a switch between droplet and disperse phases. We postulate that UBQLN2 LLPS enables its recruitment to stress granules, where its interactions with ubiquitinated substrates reverse LLPS to enable shuttling of clients out of stress granules.
In Brief
Ubiquilins (UBQLNs) are shuttle proteins essential for cellular protein quality control machinery. Dao et al. show that UBQLN2 colocalizes with stress granules in vivo and undergoes liquid-liquid phase separation at physiological conditions in vitro. Ubiquitin binding induces a transition that reverses UBQLN2 phase separation.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) may promote the assembly of membraneless organelles and formation of cytoplasmic inclusions in neurodegenerative diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (Mitrea and Kriwacki, 2016; Protter and Parker, 2016; Taylor et al., 2016) . LLPS is driven by multivalent, weak interactions involving globular, folded protein domains (Banani et al., 2016; Li et al., 2012) ; low-complexity, intrinsically disordered regions (Uversky, 2017) ; and/or scaffolding DNA or RNA molecules (Aumiller et al., 2016) . ALS-linked RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) with low-complexity, disordered regions (e.g., hnRNPA1, FUS, and TDP-43) undergo LLPS into protein-containing droplets in solution (Conicella et al., 2016; Molliex et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015) . Inside cells, LLPS is linked to the formation of dynamic membraneless compartments, including stress granules (SGs), P bodies, and nucleoli (Brangwynne et al., 2009; Hyman et al., 2014; Protter and Parker, 2016) . Many ALS-linked RBPs localize to SGs, which form when translation initiation is limited as part of a protective mechanism to sequester proteins and mRNA. Under normal conditions, SGs dissipate once the stress condition is removed. Importantly, disease mutations in RBPs disrupt SG assembly and disassembly and/or promote aggregates (Kim et al., 2013; Molliex et al., 2015) .
SGs are heterogenous in composition and can contain not only RBPs but also protein quality control (PQC) components, including HSP70 chaperone proteins, valosin-containing protein (VCP), and ubiquitin (Ub) (Buchan et al., 2013; Jain et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2007; . SGs are dynamic signaling compartments (Mahboubi and Stochaj, 2017) . Therefore, disruption of SG dynamics can lead to disease states. Defects in several PQC mechanisms involving VCP, or autophagy, impair proper SG assembly (Buchan et al., 2013; Ramaswami et al., 2013; Seguin et al., 2014) .
Ubiquilins (UBQLNs) are adaptor proteins involved in PQC mechanisms, including proteasomal degradation and autophagy, as well as stress response (Kleijnen et al., 2000; Mah et al., 2000; N'Diaye et al., 2009; Rothenberg et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013) . Humans have four known paralogs of UBQLN (1, 2, 3, and 4) . Traditionally considered proteasomal shuttle proteins, UBQLNs contain an N-terminal ubiquitin-like domain (UBL) that interacts with proteasomal subunits and a C-terminal ubiquitin-associating domain (UBA) that interacts with Ub and polyubiquitin chains. Both domains have been well characterized structurally and functionally (Walters et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008) . In their central regions, UBQLNs contain multiple STI1like domains that bind chaperone proteins (HSP70), autophagy components (LC3), and ubiquitinated substrates (Hjerpe et al., 2016; Kaye et al., 2000; Kurlawala et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2013) . The central region is also implicated in UBQLN dimerization, leading to the formation of homodimers (e.g., UBQLN2-UBQLN2) or heterodimers (e.g., UBQLN1-UBQLN2) (Ford and Monteiro, 2006; Itakura et al., 2016) . UBQLNs are implicated in many neurodegenerative disorders, and UBQLN-containing inclusions have been identified in ALS, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, and Huntington's diseases (Deng et al., 2011; Mori et al., 2012; Rutherford et al., 2013) . UBQLN2 is found in cytoplasmic inclusions of ALS patients and mouse models post-mortem (Deng et al., 2011; Le et al., 2016) . UBQLN2 also interacts with the ALS-linked SG components hnRNPA1 and TDP-43, and it may regulate their expression levels (Deng et al., 2011; Gilpin et al., 2015) .
UBQLN2 is expressed in various human tissues, with highest expression levels in the nervous system (Wu et al., 1999) . Notably, UBQLN2 contains a unique proline-rich (Pxx) segment harboring most familial ALS missense mutations, including residues P497, P506, P509, and P525 among others (Deng et al., 2011) . These mutations interfere with UBQLN2 trafficking of ubiquitinated substrates to the proteasome Deng et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2014) , and they disrupt interactions with HSP70 (Hjerpe et al., 2016; Teyssou et al., 2017) . However, no structural information exists on this central region (residues 100-570), and the disease-causing mechanisms of the mutations in the Pxx region remain unknown.
Here we show that UBQLN2 colocalizes with SGs under different cellular stress conditions in vivo and undergoes LLPS in vitro. Using biophysical techniques including NMR, we demonstrate that oligomerization mediated by the STI1-II, Pxx, and UBA domains is a pre-requisite to promote UBQLN2 LLPS. Importantly, we show that UBQLN2 LLPS is eliminated entirely by non-covalent Ub or polyubiquitin (polyUb) binding. We propose a molecular model for how Ub disrupts multivalent interactions important for UBQLN2 LLPS. Identification of Ub as a modulator of LLPS behavior suggests that interaction between polyUb-tagged substrates and UBQLN2 may also disrupt LLPS and enable UBQLN2-mediated trafficking of ubiquitinated substrates from SGs or other membraneless organelles to PQC systems, including the proteasome.
RESULTS

UBQLN2 Is Recruited to SGs
SGs form in response to proteotoxic stress and ubiquitinated species accrue here (Seguin et al., 2014) . Moreover, UBQLNs, which have important roles in PQC, can also mediate cellular stress responses (Ko et al., 2002; Lim et al., 2009) . To test if UBQLN2 is recruited to SGs, we investigated UBQLN2 distribution in response to stress. In unstressed U2OS cells, endogenous UBQLN2 showed diffuse staining in the cytoplasm. However, in response to four stressors (arsenite [oxidative stress], heat shock, puromycin [translation inhibition], and sorbitol [osmotic stress]), UBQLN2 accumulated in cytoplasmic puncta positive for SG marker eIF4G1 ( Figure 1A ). Quantitative assessment showed that nearly all SGs contained UBQLN2 ( Figure 1B) . These observations on endogenous UBQLN2 were recapitulated in HeLa cells (data not shown).
UBQLN2 Undergoes LLPS at Physiological Conditions
Many SG proteins undergo LLPS in vitro, a process mediated by multivalent interactions involving low-complexity, intrinsically disordered regions and/or folded domains. Notably, UBQLN2 contains low-complexity segments predicted to be disordered ( Figure S1 ). To test if UBQLN2 phase-separates, we expressed and purified full-length (FL) UBQLN2. UBQLN2 solutions became turbid at physiological temperatures (37 C) and salt concentrations (200 mM NaCl and 20 mM sodium phosphate [pH 6.8]), but they clarified when cooled to <16 C. Using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy, we determined that turbidity results from the presence of micron-sized droplets rich in UBQLN2, as demonstrated by fluorescent imaging using a DyLight-488 fluorophore conjugated to UBQLN2 ( Figure 1C ). Imaging revealed that these droplets were dynamic: droplets fused with each other, creating larger droplets as they wetted the surface of the glass well over time (Movie S1). To mimic the cellular environment, we monitored droplet formation at 37 C in pH 7.4 buffer consisting of 150 mM KCl, 20 mM NaPhosphate, 1 mM DTT, and 150 mg/mL Ficoll (as molecular crowding agent). We observed droplets at 1 mM UBQLN2, within the estimated intracellular concentration of UBQLN2 of 1.25 mM in U2OS cells (Figure 1D; STAR Methods) , reinforcing the connection between our in vitro and in vivo observations of LLPS and SGs, respectively.
To quantify UBQLN2 LLPS, we used a spectrophotometric assay as a proxy for droplet formation ( Figure 1E ). We found that absorbance (A 600 ) values increased with increasing temperatures. LLPS was generally reversible, as the A 600 values for the same sample decreased when temperature was lowered. Droplets were observed at physiological temperature and ionic strength (200 mM NaCl). UBQLN2 also phase-separated more readily with increasing protein and NaCl concentrations ( Figure S2A ).
To ascertain the mobility of UBQLN2 molecules inside these droplets, we monitored fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) of droplets ( Figure 1F ). After photobleaching a small portion of a droplet, its fluorescence signal recovered relatively quickly, with a characteristic recovery time of 31.5 s, within the range observed for many RBPs . These data are consistent with the observation that UBQLN2 droplets are dynamic.
Mapping the Sequence Determinants of UBQLN2 LLPS
We next aimed to identify the domain(s) responsible for mediating UBQLN2 LLPS. We created UBQLN2 deletion constructs in which the STI1-II (residues 379-486), Pxx (residues 487-538), or UBA (residues 577-624) domains were removed ( Figure 2B ). Based on observations made for the deletion constructs as described below, we constructed C-terminal constructs 379-624 (which contained the entire C-terminal STI1-II region, Pxx, and UBA domains) and 487-624 (which contained only the Pxx and UBA domains). We also created 450-624 since residues 450-490 are predicted to be ordered ( Figure S1 ).
We conducted spectrophotometric assays for all constructs under identical protein concentration and solution conditions ( Figure 2B ). To verify that any changes to A 600 reading indeed result from LLPS and not other events, such as protein aggregation or fibril formation, we also performed DIC microscopy (Figure 2C) . UBQLN2 DUBA did not phase-separate under these conditions, but it did so at significantly higher salt and protein concentrations. More striking was the lack of LLPS for constructs D379-486 and 487-624 under all conditions tested, supporting a role for the STI1-II domain in mediating LLPS. UBQLN2 450-624, which contains a portion of the STI1-II domain, did undergo LLPS, albeit to a reduced degree, suggesting that this construct represents the minimum length required for LLPS. Supporting this idea, UBQLN2 450-624 did show enhanced LLPS with increasing protein and salt concentrations ( Figure S2B ). Furthermore, UBQLN2 450-624 and FL proteins colocalized in the same (legend continued on next page) droplets ( Figure S3A ; Movie S2), suggesting a similar or identical mechanism for LLPS of these constructs.
To test if our phase separation observations could be recapitulated in vivo, we transiently transfected four mCherry-labeled UBQLN2 constructs (FL UBQLN2, DUBA, 450-624, and 487-624) into HeLa cells. Exogenously expressed mCherry-UBQLN2 was diffuse in the cytoplasm ( Figure 2D ). When cells were exposed to arsenite stress, only FL UBQLN2 and UBQLN2 450-624 formed cytoplasmic puncta ( Figure 2E ). Moreover, even at a slightly higher expression level than FL UBQLN2 (Figure 2F ), UBQLN2 450-624 formed less puncta (Figures 2E and 2G) , consistent with its reduced propensity to undergo LLPS in vitro. We noted that a portion of exogenously introduced UBQLN2 colocalized with SG markers, whereas some exogenous UBQLN2 formed puncta that did not colocalize with an SG marker. We surmise that UBQLN2 puncta formation and SG colocalization are highly sensitive to UBQLN2 expression levels, as others have reported UBQLN2 puncta when UBQLN2 was overexpressed, even in the absence of added cellular stress (Deng et al., 2011; Hjerpe et al., 2016) .
Other deletion constructs showed modified LLPS behavior. In comparison to FL UBQLN2, removal of the Pxx region reduced turbidity, whereas LLPS of UBQLN2 379-624 occurred more readily. One major difference between FL and 379-624 constructs is the absence of the UBL domain in the latter. The UBL and UBA domains interact weakly (with a K d of $175 mM) (Nguyen et al., 2017) . Removing the UBA-UBL interactions in UBQLN2 379-624 could enable the UBA domain to fully participate in promoting LLPS. Indeed, when we added the UBL domain in trans to UBQLN2 379-624, we observed a reduction of LLPS ( Figure 2B ). In the presence of 5 times molar excess of UBL, UBQLN2 379-624 phase-separated to a similar extent as FL UBQLN2. The UBL and UBA domains, as parts of the same molecule, can interact much more easily in FL UBQLN2, which exists as a dimer (Hjerpe et al., 2016) .
Taken together, these data demonstrate that the STI1-II, Pxx, as well as the folded UBL and UBA domains all contribute to and modulate UBQLN2 LLPS. Specifically, we found that the STI1-II domain is necessary to drive LLPS and that the UBA domain modulates STI1-II-mediated LLPS, as deletion of the UBA domain or binding of the UBL to the UBA domain substantially reduced the propensity of UBQLN2 to phase-separate.
Oligomerization of UBQLN2 May Promote LLPS
Recent work showed that UBQLN1 dimerizes via the C-terminal portion of its STI1-II (Kurlawala et al., 2017) . To examine the role of the STI1-II domain of UBQLN2 in oligomerization, we performed size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of our deletion constructs under non-phase-separating conditions ( Figure 2H ). UBQLN2 487-624 eluted at a volume consistent with a monomeric protein with very little concentration dependence between 10 and 500 mM, as confirmed by small angle neutron scattering ( Figure S4 ; Table S1 ) and NMR (see below). In contrast, UBQLN2 450-624 eluted earlier with increasing protein concentration, consistent with concentration-dependent oligomerization. This effect was also evident for UBQLN2 379-624, which contains the full STI1-II region, but not for UBQLN2 D379-486. These results suggest that residues 379-486, which contain the STI1-II domain, mediate UBQLN2 oligomerization behavior. Furthermore, since the STI1-II domain is required for UBQLN2 LLPS, these findings suggest that oligomerization is a prerequisite for LLPS.
NMR Reveals that the UBQLN2 C Terminus Is Mostly Disordered
We next sought to achieve an atomic-level understanding of UBQLN2 LLPS using NMR. For these experiments, we chose UBQLN2 450-624 ( Figure 3 ) and UBQLN2 487-624 ( Figure S5 ) since the former phase-separates whereas the latter does not. Moreover, the molecular weights of these proteins are ideal for NMR (e.g., 450-624 is 18 kDa). The use of a larger C-terminal construct (e.g., UBQLN2 379-624) was not feasible given that only a portion of resonances in this protein was visible, likely due to its large size ( Figure 2H ; Figures S6B and S6C ). To justify the use of UBQLN2 450-624 for structural studies, we overlaid 1 H-15 N HSQC NMR spectra of FL and 450-624 constructs to show that many peaks superposed, indicating similar chemical and physical environments for many residues ( Figure S3B ). 1 H-15 N spectra of UBQLN2 450-624 revealed a concentration of amide resonances between 8.0 and 8.5 ppm in 1 H dimension, consistent with a largely disordered construct ( Figure 3A) . The 15 N-13 C CON spectra revealed proline residues not visible in 1 H-15 N spectra as prolines do not contain amide 1 H resonances ( Figure 3B ). After assigning the resonances (see the STAR Methods), we analyzed the secondary structure content of UBQLN2 450-624 on a residue-by-residue level using 13 C chemical shifts for Ca and Cb resonances ( Figure 3C ). The deviation of Ca and Cb chemical shifts from random coil values provides a robust measurement of secondary structure propensity, with positive and negative values representing a-helical and b strand population, respectively (Wishart et al., 1992) . These data demonstrate that much of UBQLN2 450-624 is disordered.
(C) DIC microscopy shows solutions of 50 mM constructs in 20 mM NaPhosphate and 200 mM NaCl (pH 6.8) after incubation at 37 C for 10 min. *DUBA microscopy was obtained at 500 mM NaCl since no droplets were observed at 200 mM NaCl. However, the UBA domain exhibited significant a-helical propensity, consistent with its known structure. Residues 450-460, located in the STI1-II domain, exhibited slight a-helical propensity and were predicted to be somewhat ordered, according to PONDR-FIT calculations ( Figure S1A ). Noticeably, although predicted to be disordered, residues 550-570, consisting of hydrophobic and polar residues, exhibited some a-helical propensity, which was also observed in the shorter UBQLN2 487-624 construct ( Figure S5C ). Using a combination of backbone amide, Ca, Cb, and CO chemical shifts, we predicted secondary structure population using the d2D algorithm ( Figure 3D ) (Camilloni et al., 2012) . These calculations confirmed the UBA domain to be a-helical. The remaining resonances were generally random-coiled but had some b strand or polyproline II propensity. The latter is consistent with the high proline content in this region of UBQLN2.
Multivalent Interaction Sites Exist among the STI1-II, Pxx, and UBA Domains We next used NMR to characterize the interactions that drive UBQLN2 LLPS. Since UBQLN2 487-624 did not phase-separate whereas UBQLN2 450-624 did, we compared NMR spectra for both of these constructs under identical non-phase-separating conditions (200 mM protein [pH 6.8], 25 C) ( Figure 4A ). Several well-defined peaks in UBQLN2 487-624 were attenuated or broadened beyond detection in UBQLN2 450-624, specifically residues 505-508 of the Pxx region, 559-571 of the putative a-helical region, as well as 592-594 and 616-619 of the UBA domain. These observations indicated that residues 450-486 may interact with other sequence-distant parts of the protein, including the Pxx region and areas immediately upstream of and including the UBA domain.
To quantitate 15 N backbone dynamics of UBQLN2 on a residue-by-residue basis, we used standard R 1 , R 2 , and heteronuclear Overhauser enhancement (hetNOE) experiments. R 1 and R 2 relaxation rates monitor backbone dynamics on picosecondnanosecond and microsecond-millisecond timescales, while hetNOE values reflect fast picosecond-nanosecond dynamics. We performed these experiments on both UBQLN2 450-624 and 487-624 constructs ( Figure 4B ). HetNOE values for residues 450-580 were all below 0.3, indicative of significant picosecondnanosecond dynamics expected for intrinsically disordered segments, particularly for residues 520-550 in both UBQLN2 450-624 and UBQLN2 487-624 constructs. Backbone R 2 relaxation rates for UBQLN2 487-624 reinforced the notion that residues 487-580 were generally intrinsically disordered; R 2 rates A B D C (legend continued on next page) were 2-4 s À1 , similar to the intrinsically disordered region in FUS in the non-phase-separated state (Burke et al., 2015) . In contrast, R 1 , R 2 , and hetNOE rates for UBA resonances in both UBQLN2 450-624 and UBQLN2 487-624 were consistent with well-ordered structure ( Figure 4B ; Table S2 ).
Peak broadening in NMR spectra of UBQLN2 450-624 indicated backbone dynamics occurring on an NMR millisecond timescale ( Figure 4A ). In UBQLN2 450-624, we noticed elevated R 2 relaxation rates for residues 470-487, 505-508 in the Pxx region, and 555-570 in the putative a-helix upstream of the UBA domain ( Figure 4B ); these elevated R 2 rates were not present in UBQLN2 487-624. Therefore, we hypothesized that these observations were related to the propensity for UBQLN2 450-624 to oligomerize at higher protein concentration ( Figure 2H ). To test for concentration-dependent effects, we collected NMR spectra of UBQLN2 450-624 at concentrations between 45 and 600 mM ( Figure 4C ) under non-phase-separating conditions. We observed that peaks corresponding to residues 450-470 were only visible at a low concentration. A detailed residue-byresidue map between the chemical shifts at low and high protein concentrations revealed that many peaks exhibited chemical shift perturbations (CSPs), specifically for residues 470-487, 505-508, 554-571, 592-594, and 616-620 ( Figures 4D and 4E ; Figure S6A ). These highlighted regions correlate with the spectral observations made when comparing UBQLN2 450-624 and 487-624, and elevated R 2 relaxation rates (Figures 4A and 4B) . We also collected and analyzed NMR spectra of UBQLN2 379-624, and we observed that resonances corresponding to residues 379-480, 505-508, and 550-570 were generally broadened beyond detection or exhibited significant CSPs ( Figures  S6B and S6C ). Taken together, our data suggest that increases in protein concentration perturb multiple resonances across UBQLN2.
In summary, our NMR data, with corroboration by LLPS and SEC, strongly suggest that oligomerization mediated by residues in the STI1-II domain promotes UBQLN2 LLPS. Only the constructs that contained residues 379-486 (or some segment of this region) phase-separated, and only these constructs exhibited concentration-dependent behavior via SEC. NMR measurements as a function of protein concentration and 15 N relaxation data pointed toward residues 450-486 interacting with sequence-distant components of UBQLN2 in a weak, multivalent manner, including the Pxx region (residues 505-508) where most ALS-linked mutations of UBQLN2 reside, as well as residues in the region immediately upstream of the UBA domain (residues 550-570) and containing the UBA domain (residues 592-594 and 616-620). We postulate that our NMR data identified the residues involved in interactions that drive UBQLN2 oligomerization and LLPS. Taken together, our data suggest that both folded domain (UBA) and intrinsically disordered regions of UBQLN2 are critical to mediating LLPS.
Ubiquitin Binding Disrupts UBQLN2 LLPS UBQLN2 contains the domain architecture of archetypal proteasome shuttle proteins (Figure 2A ). The UBA domain interacts directly with Ub molecules of ubiquitinated substrate proteins, and it can direct them to the proteasome by interaction of the UBL domain with proteasomal subunits (Walters et al., 2002) . To see if Ub binding affects UBQLN2 LLPS, we added Ub to one region of a sample well containing UBQLN2 droplets and imaged the results over time. Remarkably, UBQLN2 droplets disassembled as Ub diffused through the well ( Figure 5A ; Movie S3), suggesting that Ub binding eliminated UBQLN2 LLPS.
To quantify the effects of Ub binding on LLPS, we conducted spectrophotometric assays of Ub-UBQLN2 mixtures at different molar ratios ( Figure 5B ). LLPS decreased with increasing amounts of Ub, leading to complete elimination of LLPS when the Ub:UBQLN2 ratio reached 1:1. We next monitored the effects of polyUb chains on UBQLN2 LLPS. As K48-linked chains are the most abundant type of polyUb chain in cells and its tagging of substrates signal for their proteasomal degradation, we enzymatically assembled K48-linked diUb and tetraUb. We observed that UBQLN2 LLPS was completely eliminated in the presence of either diUb or tetraUb ( Figure 5B) .
To test if specific binding between Ub and UBQLN2 eliminates LLPS, we repeated these assays using a Ub mutant (L8AI44A) that does not bind UBA domains (Castañ eda et al., 2016) . The addition of L8AI44A Ub had no effect on UBQLN2 LLPS, indicating that Ub binding to the UBA of UBQLN2 was required to disrupt LLPS. We next added wild-type (WT) Ub to UBQLN2 DUBA, and we found no effect on LLPS, indicating that specific binding of Ub to the UBA domain of UBQLN2 modulates LLPS and can indeed eliminate such behavior.
NMR titration of Ub into UBQLN2 450-624 indicated that Ub binds specifically to the UBA domain with a K d of 3 ± 1 mM, as resonances for residues 450-580 were unaffected ( Figure 6A ). Relaxation data for the Ub-bound complex confirmed that Ub bound to the UBA domain only ( Figure 6C ). Binding affinity and CSPs were very similar to those reported for Ub binding to the isolated UBQLN1 UBA domain, which has 98% sequence identity to that of UBQLN2 (Zhang et al., 2008) . In contrast, L8AI44A Ub bound very weakly, if at all, to UBQLN2 ( Figure 6A ). Mapping of the Ub-binding site on UBQLN2 indicated that Ub binds to one face of the UBA domain ( Figure 6B ), with the largest CSPs observed for residues 592-594 and 610-620, the same residues exhibiting concentration-dependent CSPs in the absence of Ub (Figures 4D and 4E) . Interestingly, the UBL domain also binds the UBA domain at identical sites where Ub binds, albeit much more weakly (Nguyen et al., 2017) . Therefore, we suspect that Ub binding to UBQLN2 eliminates at least two multivalent interaction sites, i.e., residues 592-594 and 610-620, thus reducing the propensity for UBQLN2 to oligomerize and phase-separate in the presence of Ub.
(D) CSPs represent residue-specific chemical shift differences between low (45 mM) and high (600 mM) protein concentrations. Green bars mark resonances only visible at 45 mM. Domain map marks residues that exhibit concentration-dependent peak broadening or significant CSPs. All spectra were collected at 25 C in pH 6.8 buffer under non-LLPS conditions. (E) UBQLN2 sequence whose amide resonances (red) exhibit elevated 15 N R2 rates or concentration-dependent broadening or CSPs. See also Figure S6 .
NMR analysis of phase-separating RBPs FUS and TDP-43 revealed that the phase-separated state often contains broad resonances due to increased viscosity and restricted mobility of the protein in the liquid droplets (Burke et al., 2015; Conicella et al., 2016) . We induced LLPS of 200 mM samples of UBQLN2 450-624 with 200 mM NaCl at 25 C ( Figure S2B ), and we recorded NMR spectra immediately. We found that chemical shifts of residues in UBQLN2 450-624 were largely identical in the absence and presence of 200 mM NaCl ( Figure S7A ), consistent with prior observations in both FUS and TDP-43. However, generally across all residues, we observed a 70% reduction of peak intensity for the phase-separated 200 mM UBQLN2 450-624 sample ( Figure 6D ). Salt can cause loss of sensitivity of NMR signals. To approximate the peak intensity reduction as a result of salt-induced loss of sensitivity, we used a 200-mM sample of Ub under identical conditions, and we observed only a 45%-50% reduction of peak intensity upon the addition of 200 mM NaCl (data not shown). Thus, 20%-25% of the reduction of peak intensity was most likely due to LLPS. Indeed, upon the addition of Ub, which eliminates LLPS, peak intensities increased approximately 1.5-fold (150%) across many UBQLN2 residues, with the exception of the UBA domain, which remained unchanged ( Figure 6E ). The latter occurred due to Ub binding to the UBA domain. These observations are consistent with Ub binding specifically to the UBA domain and eliminating UBQLN2 LLPS.
These data suggest a model of how Ub binding modulates UBQLN2 LLPS. NMR data suggest that LLPS is driven by multivalent interactions across UBQLN2, involving residues 455-487, 505-508, 554-571, 592-594, and 616-620 ( Figure 4D ). Interestingly, many of these residues are polar or hydrophobic (Figure 4E) . Ub binds specifically to the UBA domain, with the largest CSPs occurring at residues 592-594 and 615-619. Therefore, Ub binding disrupts only those UBQLN2 multivalent interactions involving the UBA domain, leading to elimination of LLPS (Figure 7) . A B Figure  5 . Ubiquitin Binding Eliminates UBQLN2 LLPS (A) DIC and fluorescence images showing disassembly of UBQLN2 droplets after Ub addition. (B) Turbidity assay as a function of temperature for mixtures containing both Ub and UBQLN2 in different molar ratios. For assays containing FL UBQLN2, solution consisted of 50 mM protein and 0-50 mM Ub (or diUb, tetraUb, L8AI44A Ub variant) in pH 6.8 buffer with 300 mM NaCl. For assay containing UBQLN2 DUBA, solution consisted of 75 mM protein and 0 or 75 mM Ub in a pH 6.8 buffer with 500 mM NaCl.
DISCUSSION
Recent studies have illuminated links among LLPS, SGs, and cytoplasmic inclusions characteristic of many neurodegenerative diseases (Kim et al., 2013; Molliex et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015; Ramaswami et al., 2013) . SG persistence or alterations in SG dynamics may be causative in ALS and other neurodegenerative disorders Monahan et al., 2016) . Here we show that UBQLN2, a protein identified in inclusions of familial and sporadic ALS patients, colocalizes with SGs under different cellular stressors. Furthermore, we demonstrate that, at physiological protein concentration, temperature, and ionic strength, UBQLN2 undergoes LLPS, which correlates with UBQLN2's ability to form stress-induced puncta inside cells. We show that specific non-covalent Ub binding can eliminate UBQLN2 LLPS entirely. Our observations further strengthen the established link between LLPS and SGs. Our biophysical studies using NMR identify the hydrophobic and polar multivalent interactions that promote UBQLN2 LLPS, and they provide a mechanism by which non-covalent interactions between Ub and UBQLN2 disrupt and eliminate LLPS.
A close link has been established between PQC components and SGs (Buchan et al., 2013; Jain et al., 2016; . Chaperones such as heat shock proteins (HSPs) are integral components of SGs, and inhibition or reduced expression of HSP70 can lead to significant delays in SG disassembly and clearance (Cherkasov et al., 2013; . Recently, UBQLN2 was shown to interact with HSP70, providing a molecular basis for how UBQLN2 can be recruited to SGs in vivo (Hjerpe et al., 2016) . Since both UBQLN2 and HSPs are important for protein clearance, defects in either of these proteins or their interactions can result in disrupted SG dynamics and lead to disease states.
Ub is a common component of both SGs and pathological inclusions in eukaryotic cells (Deng et al., 2011; Kwon et al., 2007) . Ubiquitination can occur in nuclear speckles, another type of membraneless organelle with liquid properties (Marzahn et al., 2016) . Therefore, ubiquitination and other post-translational modifications (Jayabalan et al., 2016; Ohn et al., 2008) of SG components could regulate SG assembly, dynamics, and disassembly. For example, HDAC6, a deacetylase that contains a ZnF Ub-binding domain, is critical for SG formation, which is impaired in cells expressing a non-Ub-binding mutant of HDAC6 (Kwon et al., 2007) . Alternatively, the membraneless organelle may provide a compartment for ubiquitination to occur by facilitating interactions between ubiquitinating enzymes and substrates.
Our in vitro observation that Ub and polyUb disrupt UBQLN2 LLPS suggests that UBQLN2 can be used to modulate the composition of SGs or other membraneless organelles through LLPS (Figure 7) . Importantly, specific binding between Ub and UBQLN2 reverses UBQLN2 LLPS, an example of polyphasic linkage whereby ligand binding stabilizes or destabilizes specific phases (Posey et al., 2018; Wyman and Gill, 1980) . In this case, Ub shifts the UBQLN2 LLPS transition such that the UBQLN2dilute phase is stabilized (or that the UBQLN2-dense phase is destabilized). PolyUb binding may reduce the propensity for UBQLN2 to oligomerize (Ford and Monteiro, 2006) , akin to how UBQLN2 DUBA exhibits significantly reduced LLPS. We suggest that, inside cells, LLPS promotes UBQLN2 colocalization with SGs, as we observed with endogenous UBQLN2 in U2OS and HeLa cells. Moreover, given the observed elimination of UBQLN2 LLPS upon interaction with Ub or polyUb in vitro, we hypothesize that polyUb interactions with UBQLN2 result in the reversal of LLPS and elimination of UBQLN2 from SGs with concomitant extraction of the polyubiquitinated substrate from SGs. This could provide a mechanism by which UBQLN2 can traffic polyUb-tagged substrates from SGs (or other membraneless organelles) to proteasomal or autophagic PQC systems (Figure 7) . Consistent with prior observations, we found that UBQLN2 oligomerizes in a concentration-dependent manner. Our SEC and NMR data show that oligomerization relies on at least a portion of the STI1-II domain, consistent with other reports suggesting that UBQLNs self-associate via their STI1 regions (Ford and Monteiro, 2006; Kurlawala et al., 2017) . Recently, the latter half of STI1-II was found to be essential for mediating UBQLN1 dimerization (Kurlawala et al., 2017) , consistent with our UBQLN2 findings. The STI1-II regions of both UBQLN1 and UBQLN2 are very similar, exhibiting 92% identity and similar order/disorder propensity ( Figure S1A) . Importantly, UBQLN2's concentration-dependent oligomerization correlated with the propensity for UBQLN2 to phaseseparate, since only those UBQLN2 constructs that contained complete or partial STI1-II domains exhibited LLPS. Dimerization or other higher-order oligomerization mediates LLPS for other proteins in membraneless organelle assembly, including homodimerization of G3BP1 in SG assembly (Tourriè re et al., 2003) and SPOP oligomerization in localization to nuclear speckles (Marzahn et al., 2016) . Therefore, we propose that UBQLN2 oligomerization promotes weak multivalent interactions that can drive UBQLN2 self-assembly into dynamic phase-separated liquid droplets, particularly as the local concentration of UBQLN2 may be increased in the cell in response to stress. We postulate that UBQLN2 LLPS could be further modulated
LLPS Ub
In-vitro
In-vivo through interactions with other binding partners via UBQLN2 STI1 regions (Kurlawala et al., 2017; Suzuki and Kawahara, 2016) .
UBQLN2 phase-separates readily at physiological temperature and ionic strength. However, unlike RBPs FUS, TDP-43, and hnRNPA1, UBQLN2 does not have an overabundance of Asn/Gly/ Gln/Tyr amino acids found in the lowcomplexity domains (LCDs) of these proteins. Instead, LLPS appears driven by the C-terminal STI1-II region (residues 379-486), which is devoid of ionizable residues but high in hydrophobic amino acid content, particularly Ala, Leu, Met, Pro, and Gln. Our NMR-identified multivalent interactions ( Figure 4E ) suggest that UBQLN2 LLPS is likely to be driven by multiple hydrophobic and polar interactions, consistent with the following observations. First, salt increases the propensity of UBQLN2 LLPS, as salt strengthens hydrophobic and polar interactions through increased electrostatic screening. Second, UBQLN2 LLPS is characteristic of LCST (lower critical solution temperature) polymers that have high hydrophobic amino acid content in the presence of prolines (Quiroz and Chilkoti, 2015) . Third, we observed that UBQLN2 droplets dispersed with the addition of 1,6-hexanediol (data not shown), an aliphatic alcohol known to disrupt weak, hydrophobic interactions in phase-separated systems (Patel et al., 2007) . Lastly, Ub binds to the UBA domain of UBQLN2 via at least two sets of hydrophobic interactions (residues 592-594 and 610-620). We hypothesize that Ub binding can outcompete UBQLN2 self-interactions and disrupt the contacts necessary to maintain UBQLN2 LLPS. Together, these metrics support the idea that UBQLN2 LLPS is driven by multivalent hydrophobic and polar interactions across multiple domains of UBQLN2.
UBQLN2 is the only ubiquilin paralog to contain the Pxx region, where most ALS-linked mutations reside. Although indirect evidence suggests that mutations in this region alter proteasomal degradation of proteins Osaka et al., 2016) and impact the ability of UBQLN2 to interact with HSP70 chaperone proteins and associated cargo (Hjerpe et al., 2016; Teyssou et al., 2017) , no known function has yet been assigned to this region. We originally reasoned that the Pxx region was important for mediating UBQLN2 LLPS given how its Pro and Gly sequence composition is similar to elastinlike peptides that phase-separate (Muiznieks and Keeley, 2010) . However, UBQLN2 phase-separates without the Pxx region, albeit at reduced levels. Our NMR data show that the Pxx region dynamics (residues 505-508) are indeed perturbed with increasing protein concentration, suggesting that the Pxx region does contribute to multivalent interactions. Therefore, we propose that, while the STI1-II region drives LLPS through oligomerization of UBQLN2, the Pxx region tunes this behavior. This proposal is supported by recent studies showing that LLPS of designed elastin peptides is tuned by sequence modulation (Quiroz and Chilkoti, 2015) .
Together, the multiple interactions among the STI, Pxx, and UBA domains and connecting regions as well as the interactions between the UBA and UBL domains offer several ways to modulate LLPS. We have demonstrated that Ub binding to the UBA is one way to eliminate LLPS. We propose that ALS mutations in the Pxx region may be another method by which UBQLN2 LLPS is altered, and future studies will address this hypothesis.
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Estimation of UBQLN2 Concentration in Cells
We estimated UBQLN2 concentration using the PaxDb database (Wang et al., 2012) . The underlying principle is that absolute protein abundance can be estimated by mass spectrometric analysis of whole cell/tissue lysate. In this database, human UBQLN2 has an abundance of $250 ppm in U2OS cells according to published proteomics data (Geiger et al., 2012) . As the sum of all protein molecules are estimated to be $3 million per cubic micron in human cells (Milo, 2013) , there are $750 UBQLN2 molecules (1.25 3 10 À21 moles) per cubic micron (1 3 10 À15 liter). Thus, the concentration of UBQLN2 is $1.25 mM in the cells.
Immunofluorescence of mCherry-tag UBQLN2
HeLa cells were seeded on 8-well glass slides (Millipore). Cells were transfected 24 hours after seeding using FuGene 6 (Promega) with mCherry-UBQLN2-Full-Length (wild-type), mCherry-UBQLN2-DUBA, mCherry-UBQLN2-450-624, or mCherry-UBQLN2-487-624 construct. 24 hr post transfection, cells were stressed with 500 mM sodium arsenite (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min. Cells were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences), permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100, and blocked in 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Primary antibody used was against eIF4G (sc-11373; Santa Cruz). For visualization, the appropriate host-specific Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes) secondary antibody was used. Slides were mounted using Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI (Life Technologies). Images were captured using a Leica TCS SP8 STED 3X confocal microscope (Leica Biosystems) with a 63x objective. Three independent experiments were performed.
Subcloning, Protein Expression, Purification
Ubiquitin (WT and L8AI44A) were expressed and purified as detailed elsewhere (Beal et al., 1996; Castañ eda et al., 2016) . The gene encoding mouse E1 was a kind gift from Jorge Eduardo Azevedo (Addgene plasmid 32534, (Carvalho et al., 2012) ). E1 was expressed in Escherichia coli NiCo21 (DE3) cells in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth at 16 C overnight. GST-E2-25K in pGEX-4T2 was expressed in Escherichia coli Rosetta 2 (DE3) pLysS cells in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth at 16 C overnight. Bacteria were pelleted, frozen, then lysed via freeze/thaw method in 50 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8), 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM MgCl 2 , and 0.2 mg/mL DNase I. E1 was purified via Ni 2+ chromatography. GST-E2-25K was purified via GST chromatography. Both E1 and GST-E2-25K were concentrated and buffer exchanged into 50 mM Tris and 1 mM EDTA (pH 8) and stored at À80 C for subsequent use in the production of K48-linked diubiquitin (Ub2) and tetra-ubiquitin (Ub4), as described in (Raasi and Pickart, 2005) . Briefly, ubiquitin WT was reacted with $1000 nM E1 and $10 uM GST E2-25K in the presence of 10 mM ATP, 0.3 mM TCEP in Tris buffer at pH 8 for 3 hours at 37 C. This procedure generates polyubiquitin (polyUb) chains of different length. Ub2 and Ub4 were isolated from other polyUb chains using cation exchange chromatography at pH 4.5 with a HP SP column (GE Healthcare). The gene encoding human UBQLN2 was a kind gift from the laboratory of Dr. Peter Howley (Addgene plasmid 8661). The gene was subcloned into pET24b (Novagen) using NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly kit (NEB) with or without a C-terminal His tag. Deletion constructs were made using Phusion Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Thermo Scientific). A tryptophan codon was added to the end of constructs 379-624, 450-624, and 487-624 to facilitate determination of protein concentration. The UBQLN2 UBL domain (construct 1-107) and 487-624W construct were expressed in Escherichia coli NiCo21 (DE3) cells in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth at room temperature overnight. The rest of the UBQLN2 constructs were expressed in Escherichia coli Rosetta 2 (DE3) pLysS cells in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth at 37 C overnight. Bacteria were pelleted, frozen, then lysed in 50 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8), 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM MgCl 2 , and 0.2 mg/mL DNase I. Constructs that exhibited LLPS behaviors and therefore did not contain affinity tags for purification were purified via a ''salting out'' process. Briefly, NaCl was added to the cleared lysate to the final concentration of 0.5 M-1 M. UBQLN2 droplets were pelleted and then resuspended in 20 mM NaPhosphate, 0.5 mM EDTA (pH 6.8). The process was repeated to further remove protein and nucleic acid contaminants. Leftover NaCl was removed through HiTrap desalting column (GE Healthcare). Protein samples that needed further purification were subjected to size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 75 16/600 column (GE Healthcare). Constructs that did not undergo LLPS (487-624, D379-486 and 1-107) were purified via Ni 2+ chromatography, dialyzed into 20 mM NaPhosphate and 0.5 mM EDTA (pH 6.8), concentrated, and then subjected to size exclusion chromatography. Protein samples for NMR spectroscopy were produced in M9 minimum media supplemented with 15 N ammonium chloride and 13 C glucose as appropriate for the experiment. Purified proteins were frozen at À80 C.
Fluorescent Labeling
Full-length UBQLN2 and UBQLN2 450-624 constructs were fluorescently labeled with Dylight-488 and DyLight-650 NHS Ester (Thermo Scientific), respectively, according to the manufacturer's instructions. Mole dye per mole protein ratio for all samples was determined to be between 0.6 and 1.2.
NMR Chemical Shift Assignments
We determined resonance assignments using a combination of traditional 1 H-detect and 13 C-detect triple-resonance experiments on 13 C/ 15 N samples containing 200 mM UBQLN2 450-624 or 400 mM UBQLN2 487-624 proteins in pH 6.8 buffer (see above). Standard 1 H-detect Bruker Topspin 3.2 pulse sequences for HNCO, HN(CA)CO, HNCACB and CBCA(CO)NH experiments using optimized parameter sets were used to assign non-proline resonances. 13 C-detect experiments enabled the observation of the 25 proline residues that account for 14% of all amino acids in UBQLN2 450-624. To assign amide backbone proline and neighboring resonances through 15 N-13 CO correlations, we used the (HACA)N(CA)CON-IPAP and (HACA)N(CA)NCO-IPAP pulse programs . Additional 13 C-detect experiments include standard Bruker Topspin 3.2 pulse sequences (H)CBCACON and (H)CBCANCO. Acquisition times for 1 H-detect experiments were 13-18 ms, 21 ms, 5-9 ms, and 120 ms, in the indirect 15 N dimensions, indirect 13 CO, indirect 13 Ca/Cb dimensions, and direct 1 H dimensions, respectively. Acquisition times for 13 C-detect experiments were 15 ms, 10 ms, and 7 ms in the indirect 15 N, indirect 13 CO, and indirect 13 Ca/Cb dimensions, respectively. Spectral widths were generally 12 ppm in 13 CO (for 1 H-detect experiments), 40 ppm in 13 CO (for 13 C-detect experiments), 27 ppm in indirect 15 N (for 1 H-detect experiments), 36 ppm in indirect 15 N (for 13 C-detect experiments), and 65 ppm in indirect 13 Ca/Cb (for both 1 H and 13 C-detect experiments). Non-uniform sampling (NUS) was employed for all 1 H-detect triple resonance experiments and (HACA)N(CA)NCO-IPAP. Experiments were acquired with 25%-30% sampling using the Poisson Gap sampling method (Hyberts et al., 2010) . Spectra were processed using NMRPipe and employed standard apodization parameters and linear prediction in the indirect dimensions. Using these experiments, we successfully assigned backbone resonances (H, N, Ca, CO) for 90% of all residues. Nearly all backbone resonances were visible at 10 C in pH 6.8 buffer, and these were the initial conditions that we used for collecting NMR assignments of this protein. For Ca and Cb secondary shift calculations, random coil chemical shifts for UBQLN2 constructs were determined at https://spin.niddk.nih.gov/bax/nmrserver/Poulsen_rc_CS/ using default parameters at sample temperature and pH 6.8 (Kjaergaard and Poulsen, 2011) . Bioinformatic order/disorder prediction of UBQLN2 sequences were performed using PONDR-FIT (Xue et al., 2010) .
N Relaxation Experiments
Longitudinal (R 1 ) and transverse (R 2 ) 15 N relaxation rates, and { 1 H}-15 N steady-state heteronuclear Overhauser enhancement (hetNOE) were measured for UBQLN2 samples (200 mM) using established interleaved relaxation experiments and protocols (Castañ eda et al., 2016; Hall and Fushman, 2003) . Relaxation inversion recovery periods for R 1 experiments were 4 ms (x 2), 700 ms (x 2), and 1100 ms (x 2), using an interscan delay of 2.5 s. Total spin-echo durations for R 2 experiments were 8 ms (x 2), 48 ms, 64 ms, 88 ms, 112 ms (x 2), and 200 ms (x 2) using an interscan delay of 2.5 s. Heteronuclear NOE experiments were acquired with an interscan delay of 4.5 s. All relaxation experiments were acquired using spectral widths of 12 and 24 ppm in the 1 H and 15 N dimensions, respectively, with corresponding acquisition times of 110 ms and 31 ms. Spectra were processed using squared cosine bell apodization in both 1 H and 15 N dimensions. Relaxation rates were derived by fitting peak heights to a mono-exponential decay using RELAXFIT (Fushman et al., 1997) . The overall rotational diffusion tensors were determined for the UBA domain using the program ROTDIF and only for residues in well-defined secondary structure elements. The ratio r of relaxation rates was determined for each residue as r = (2R 2 '/R 1 ' -1) À1 , where R 1 ' and R 2 ' are modified R 1 and R 2 values with the highfrequency contributions subtracted .
NMR Titration Experiments
Unlabeled ligand (Ub or L8AI44A Ub) was titrated into 200 mM samples of 15 N UBQLN2, and the binding was monitored by recording 1 H-15 N TROSY-HSQC spectra as a function of ligand concentration. At any titration point, the observed CSP can be represented as Dd = Dd max * [L]/([L] +K d ), where Dd max is the difference in the chemical shift between the free and fully bound states for a given amide resonance, K d is the dissociation constant, and [L] is the molar concentration of the free ligand. Data fitting for each amide was performed using in-house MATLAB program, assuming a single-site (1:1 stoichiometry) binding model. Only residues with CSP >0.05 ppm at the titration endpoint were considered for K d determination. Reported K d values were averages of residue-specific K d values with errors reflecting standard deviation of these values.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Analysis of UBQLN2 Colocalization in SGs
Colocalization analysis of UBQLN2 in stress granules was performed by measuring how many stress granules were also positive for UBQLN2 in three independent experiments in different stress conditions (see above). About 30 cells were measured per stress condition. Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 6. An ordinary two-way ANOVA followed by Sidak's multiple comparisons test was chosed to compare the effect of two factors (time and construct). No method was used to determine strategies for randomization, inclusion and exclusion of any data, and whether the data met assumptions of the statistical approaches. No data point was excluded.
FRAP Experiments
Average FRAP curve was generated by averaging FRAP data from 6 separate droplets of similar size. FRAP curve error bars represent the standard deviation of the FRAP data. FRAP recovery times were derived by fitting a single exponential fit to the data using Kaleidagraph. No data point was excluded.
NMR Chemical Shift Perturbations
Where applicable, chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) were quantified as follows: Dd = [(Dd H ) 2 + (Dd N /5) 2 ] 1/2 where Dd H and Dd N are the differences in 1 H and 15 N chemical shifts, respectively, for the same residue in UBQLN2 at different protein concentrations, or in the absence and presence of ubiquitin. Only those resonances with well-defined peak positions were chosen for analysis.
NMR Relaxation
As described above, relaxation rates were derived by fitting peak heights to a mono-exponential decay using RELAXFIT (Fushman et al., 1997) . Errors in 15 N R1 and R2 relaxation rates were determined using 500 Monte Carlo trials in RELAXFIT. Errors in hetNOE measurements were determined using the standard error propagation formula. Errors in rotational diffusion tensor were determined using ROTDIF .
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The accession number for UBQLN2 450-624 NMR chemical shift assignments reported in this paper and deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/) is BMRB: 27339.
